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EEKKOOMMIILLLLEE  
ECOLOGICAL ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICE FOR THE CONTINUOS 

AND MULTIPLE CAPTURE OF RODENTS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ekomille is the electromechanical device for the continuous and multiple rodent capture. It ensures 
safety, hygiene and ecology because it does not use poisons or harmful substances priming but natural 
food. It is absolutely not dangerous and it ensures maximum hygiene because the carcasses are not 
released into the environment but retained inside the device in order to be managed in accordance with 
current legislation. The animal is attracted by the smell of natural priming, and it is captured instantly 
when it tries to eat. Highly sensitive electronic devices allow multiple catches and continuous. 
 
HOW IT WORKS: 
Step 1: Monitoring and Captures with EKO SYSTEM, composed by Ekomille and Ekologic (is 
different from Ekomille, because it does not carry out catches but only monitoring): 
1) Place the monitoring devices (Ekologic) accordino to the positioning project; 
2) Do not move the Ekologic, until there is evidence the rodents have started to eat from the manger; 
3) Substitute the Ekologic in which the bait has been eaten with Ekomille, using the Ekofix 

preservation solution as indicated in the “Manual of Use”; 
4) Do not switch-on the Ekomille until there is evidence rodends have starter to eat the bait; 
5) Switch the Ekomille on. The devices starts capturing. 
6) Check regularly the captures and remove captured rodents; 
7) Keep on substituting  the Ekologic with Ekomille, until the entire site has been covered. 
 
Step 2:   Monitoring - Prevention 
1) Place the Ekomille according to the cover project; 
2) Use the Ekofix preservation solution as indicated in the “Manual of Use”; 
3) Check monthly the captures and remove the captured rodents; 
4) Leave all the Ekomille on site, as long as you want to keep the environment being monitored, 

cleaned and free from rodent. 
 
FIEL OF USE: 
Suitable for zootechnic firms, food and hospitality Industries, Tourism industry, Hotels, Resturants, 
Catering industry, pubblic buildings and structures, parks and public places, shopping centres, private 
houses. 
 
ACCESSORIES: 
Ekologic, Ekopark, Ekobox, Ekostop, Ekoup, Ekoside, Ekowas, Ekofix100, Ekofood, Spare Parts. 

MATERIAL: ABS plastic 

DIMENSIONS: w 330 x d 440 x h 630 mm 

WEIGHT: 7,5 Kg 

ALIMENTATION: 9 Volts battery (autonomy of more than 5000  

cycles) 

TARGET: Rattus rattus (L), Rattus norvegicus (Berken), Mus 

musculus (Schwarz & Schwarz) 

INCLUDED: 1 Ekomille + 1 Small Shovel + 9 V Battery + 1 Pair 

of gloves + 1 Instrution Manual + 36 months of Warranty  
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